The Permit/License search provides the public the capability to search for permits or licenses for Air License, Environmental Resource License, General Environmental Resources License, Hazardous Material License, Hazardous Material Transfer Station License, Solid Waste License, Surface Water License, Surface Water License Application, Tank Modification Permit, Tree Removal License, and Waste Transporter License.

**How to Search by Permit/License Number**

Enter the Permit/License Number and click on Search. If only a partial Permit or License Number is known, place the wildcard (%) in front of or behind known data, e.g., 984% or %879.

**How to Search by Activity Type**

Enter the Activity Type and click on Search. All Licenses/Permits for that specific activity type will be retrieved.

**How to Search by Applicant Name**

This field allows you to enter partial information for the beginning of the name. For example entering Ben will return all enforcement actions that have a Respondent that has a corporate name that begins with Ben or a last name of an individual that begins with Ben.

Also, you may enter the wildcard (%) in front of known data. For example entering %Singer will return all enforcement actions that have Singer anywhere in the Respondent name.

**How to Search by Location**

The House Number field allows you to search for the first numerical designation of the address exactly or within a range.

• Inputting information only into the first field attempts to match the numerical data exactly.

• To search a range of house numbers, input the lowest numerical house number in the first field and the highest house number into the second field (to the right).

The Street fields allow you to search by a specific street. Please enter as much information as you know regarding the Street Direction, Street Name and Street Type (for example SW 36th ST).

• Street Direction allows you to select the Direction as provided for in the street address from a preset dropdown list.

• Street Name allows you to enter the name or number of the street in the street address. This field allows you to enter partial information in the name.

• For example Univ will return the street University, or the placement of the wildcard (%) in front of known data, for example, %sity will return the street University. When entering the
• numerical value of a street, you can either enter only the number (such as 2 or 9) or both the number and the 2 characters following (such as 2nd or 9th).

• **Street Type** allows you to select the type of street as provided for in the street address from a preset dropdown list.

The **City** field allows you to select the City from a preset dropdown list.

The **Zip** field allows you to select the Zip Code from a preset dropdown list.

**Section Township Range (S/T/R)** can be searched with the exact S/T/R information or a partial search can be done with at least the Section and the Township information. When using the partial search, the results will return information with the specified Section and Township and variable Ranges. STR’s may be found on most enforcement actions but is not required for all.

**How to Search by EPD Site Number**

Enter the **EPD Site Number** and click on **Search**. If only a partial number is known, place the wildcard (%) in front of or behind known data, e.g., 984% or %879.